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CONSISTENCY ESTIMATES FOR A DOUBLE-LAYER POTENTIAL
AND APPLICATION TO THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

OF THE BOUNDARY-ELEMENT APPROXIMATION
OF ACOUSTIC SCATTERING BY A PENETRABLE OBJECT

A. BENDAL1 AND M. SOUILAH

Abstract. The consistency of the approximation of a double-layer potential

when using a boundary-element method and approximating the curved bound-

ary by a polygonal curve in two-dimensional problems or by a polyhedral surface

in three-dimensional ones is investigated. The results are applied to the numer-

ical analysis of the approximation of a model problem: the diffraction of a

time-harmonic acoustic wave by a penetrable object.

INTRODUCTION

Double-layer potentials are widely used in the numerical computation of so-

lutions to boundary value problems by means of boundary-element methods.

Without being exhaustive, we quote: Laplace and Helmholtz equations (cf.

Nédélec [24], Giroire [12, 13]), scattering of an electromagnetic wave by a di-

electric cylinder (cf. Chang and Harrington [4]), coupling interior and boundary

elements (cf. Johnson and Nédélec [18], Sequeira [34]), etc.

In the case of curved boundary, for reasons of effective computation and dig-

ital handling of geometrical data, an approximate boundary must be included

on which the discrete problem is posed. Although this treatment is quite com-

mon in practical computations, as far as we know, no result is available on the
consistency or the asymptotic behavior of the error due to this approximation.

By contrast, for the single-layer potential, the method initiated by Nédélec [25]

gives complete answers in several directions (cf., e.g., Le Roux [22], Giroire [12,

13], Bendali [2, 3], Johnson and Nédélec [18], etc.). This seems to be due to

the following feature. The parametrization of the exact boundary is done by an

orthogonal projection of the approximate boundary on the former (cf. Nédélec

[25]). The consistency error is then essentially obtained by estimating the dif-

ference between the potential kernel values for two points on the approximate

boundary and for their respective projections on the exact boundary. This could

be called "a local technique estimate". Since the singularity of the derivatives of

the kernel of single-layer potentials is generally not integrable, this approach is

not suited for double-layer potentials. Therefore, a global procedure is needed.

The aim of the present work is precisely to deal with this problem. The basic
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idea is to use a Green's formula in the domain bounded by the actual bound-

ary and the approximate one. Then the consistency estimate essentially results

in relatively long calculations involving interior elliptic estimates, the so-called

inverse property in the finite element method, and exact computation of the po-

tential created by linear distribution on elements of the approximate boundary,

initiated by De Hoop (cf. Van Herk [36]).
Among all the boundary value problems whose formulation as boundary in-

tegral equation involves a double-layer potential, the results obtained are illus-

trated by carrying out the numerical analysis of the one which is related to the

scattering of a time-harmonic acoustic wave by a penetrable object. Two rea-

sons essentially motivate this choice. The first comes from the fact that the

kernel arising in this problem is that of the Helmholtz equation. It is decom-

posed as a superposition of the kernel of the static problem, which is that of

the Laplace equation, and a less singular kernel to which Nédélec's "local tech-

nique estimate" applies. Hence, this situation gives answers which can be used

in other directions. Beside the fact that this problem is important in itself in

the applications, as suggested by the numerous papers devoted to the subject

(cf., e.g., Harrington [16], Rokhlin [31], Kleinman and Martin [19], etc.), the

second reason is due to the formulation of the problem as a Fredholm system of

integral equations of the first kind, free of hypersingular integrals, considered

here. Although the formulation as a Fredholm system of integral equations

of the second kind is the most commonly used and the easiest to analyze, it

is presently well established that the formulation considered in this paper has

generally better numerical stability properties (cf. Nédélec [26]).

The formulation as a Fredholm system of the first kind is obtained directly

in the two-dimensional case when modeling the scattering of a time-harmonic

electromagnetic wave by a dielectric cylinder (cf. Chang and Harrington [4],
Clair [6], for example). This formulation appears without the removal of the

hypersingular integrals in the paper of Costabel and Stephan [9]. Hypersingular

integrals are numerically difficult to handle. The normal trace of a double-

layer potential given variationally by Hamdi [15] is the procedure used here

to remove the hypersingularities of the integrals from the formulation in both

two- and three-dimensional cases. It must be emphasized that the formula-

tion given by Chang and Harrington, starting from Maxwell's equations in the

two-dimensional case, directly provides the correct formulation without using

Hamdi's formula. It must also be noted that direct numerical approximations

of hypersingular integrals recently became available (cf. Schwab and Wendland

[32], Krishnasamy et al. [21]).
The paper is organized as follows. In § 1 the mathematical statement of the

problem of scattering of a time-harmonic acoustic wave by a penetrable obstacle

is given. Some known results on existence, uniqueness, and regularity of the

solution are recalled. The rest of § 1 is devoted to the reduction of the trans-

mission problem to an integro-differential system stated on the boundary of the

obstacle. The discretization of this system by a finite element method consti-

tutes the boundary-element method used for the approximation of the solution

of the scattering problem. If the consistency error for the approximation of

the double-layer potential is not taken into account, the numerical analysis of

the problem may be performed by techniques which are by now standard (cf.

Nédélec [24], Le Roux [22], etc.). Therefore, §2 of this article is devoted entirely
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to this consistency error, and only the final results of the numerical analysis are
given.

1.  THE SCATTERING PROBLEM AND ITS APPROXIMATION

1.1. The boundary value problem. The acoustic equations (cf., e.g., Germain

[11] for general equations and boundary conditions, and Kress and Roach [20]

for particular aspects considered here) show that the time-harmonic wave v

scattered by a penetrable obstacle is a solution of the following transmission-

type boundary value problem.

With the notation

i Q,    a bounded C°° domain of Rn ; « = 2,3,
(1.1) I —

I Q2 := M"\ßi    the exterior domain,

f find v £ C°°(ß.) n C°°(Q2) such that

Av + k2v = (k\ - k\)uo   in Qi,

Av + k\v = 0   in f22,

[u] = 0   onT,

[Xdnv ] = -[Xdnu0]   onY,

lim   |x|("-')/2(gradí; • x/\x\ - ik2v) = 0.
^.   \x\—>+oo

The last relation appearing in (1.2) is the Sommerfeld radiation condition de-

scribing the energy propagation from the obstacle towards infinity. In connec-

tion with this latter condition, the limit is always assumed to be uniform with

respect to the angular variables x/\x\.

In the preceding equations (1.2),

Y denotes the common boundary to fii and Q2,

n the unit normal to Y outwardly directed to Qi,

X a piecewise constant function defined by

(1.2)

(1.3) -{
l/pi    in Qi.

\/p2   in Q2,

where pm > 0, m = 1, 2 , is the density of fluid at rest occupying the domain

«o the (given) incident wave (generally a plane wave) satisfying the equation

(1.4) Auq + k2Uo = 0    in a neighborhood of Qi,

km, m - 1, 2, the wave number

(1.5) km:=oj/Cm,

where cm is the sound velocity in the fluid occupying the domains Q.m ', the

time variation e~,ü"  (œ > 0 is the pulsation) is suppressed by linearity,

[ • ] is the jump across Y defined by

(1.6) [w}:=w{X)\T-w{2)\r.

where w{m)\r, m = 1, 2 , is the trace on Y of a function or distribution defined

in Qm,
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a-b = £"=] a¡bi is the "scalar product" of two vectors respectively with n

real or complex components a,, b,, i — 1, ... , n .

Other notation, as well as some function spaces like the Schwartz spaces

3¡'(Q.i),@(Cli), etc., or Sobolev spaces like HX(Q.X), HXI2(Y), etc., are stan-

dard in partial differential equation theory (cf., e.g., Lions and Magenes [23],

Chazarain and Piriou [5], etc.) and are used without further comment.

It must be emphasized that, as a result of (1.1), Y is a closed, bounded

(n- l)-dimensional C°° manifold without boundary, embedded in E" . In fact,

this amount of smoothness is not really necessary for the subsequent analysis.

It seems to be sufficient to assume that Y is of class C2. Since, however, this

point is not essential, neither for the main result nor for the techniques which

are developed for its proof, we choose not to further complicate the exposition

by this discussion.

In order to give an existence-uniqueness theorem for the problem (1.2), and

for the purpose of numerical analysis, a problem set in a more general frame-

work is considered.

Given / in L2(Q,), g in HXI2(Y), and £ in H~XI2(Y),

' find v £ Hx(Qi)n HX0C(Q2) such that

Av + kjv = -f   in^'iß,),

Av + k2v = 0   in^'(Q2),

(1J) \[v] = g   mHx/2(Y),

¡XdBv] = C   inH~x'2(Y),

lim   |x|("-')/2(gradv-.x/|;c| - ik2v) = 0.
k  |;r|-»+oo

The behavior of v at infinity is described by the radiation condition and not
by its belonging to any Sobolev space (cf. Wilcox [37]). This explains the in-

volvement of the Fréchet space

//¿C(Q2) := {v £ ®'(Sl2)\<l>v £ Hx(Çl2), V0 € S(Rn)}

in the formulation. For any real number s, the space H* (ÇI2) is similarly

defined.
The following theorem can then be stated.

Theorem 1.1. The problem (1.7) has one and only one solution. Moreover, for

all s>-\, if the data respectively satisfy f £ Hm^(s ̂  (Q.x), g £ Hs+3/2(Y),

and £ G HS+X/2(Y), the following regularity holds:

(1.8) v£Hs+2(Çli)f)H^c2(U2).

Proof. Uniqueness follows by Rellich's lemma [30] (cf., e.g., Kress and Roach

[20]). Existence of a solution can be obtained either by standard arguments

involving the limiting absorption principle like in Wilcox [37], or by the elegant

method of Lax and Phillips (cf. Phillips [29]). The higher-order regularity,
s > -1 , holds by general results for elliptic systems due to Agmon, Douglis,

and Nirenberg [1].

1.2.    Integral equations.   Let

(1.9) u:=v + uq,
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where v is the scattered wave by the obstacle, solution of problem (1.2), and

Uq is the incident wave. The representation formula for the solution of the

Helmholtz equation satisfying an outgoing Sommerfeld radiation condition in

the case of an exterior domain (cf., e.g., Colton and Kress [7], Gunter [14])

gives

(1.10)

J(Gi(x,y)^(y) - dBGi(x, y)p^(y))dY(y), x £ ß, ,
u(x)

| u0(x) - j(G2(x, y)tt2)(y) - daG2(x, y)p(2)(y)) dY(y), X £ Q.2.

Here, Gm is the Green's kernel giving the outgoing solutions of the Helmholtz

equation,

(1.11)
k \ («-2)/2

Gm(x,y) :-- n(n-2)/2 (km\x-y\),        xjiy,  m =1,2.
4\2n\x-y\J

where H\X) is the Hankel function of order 1 and index t (cf., e.g., Wilcox

[37]), and

(1.12) m = 1, 2,
pi™) := u{m)\r,

. X^ := dném\,

are the respective first and the second trace of u taken from its values on Qm ,

m = 1,2. Unless mentioned explicitly otherwise, all derivatives occurring

under the integral sign are implicitly assumed to be taken with respect to the

variable y.

The transmission conditions then show that the determination of u is re-

duced to that of

(1.13) X:=X^/pi=X^/p2,
(1.14) p:=Pw =P{2).

The formulae, giving the traces of single- and double-layer potentials, yield

( piViA-Nip = p/2,

p2V2X - N2p = -p/2 + Uo\r,

(1.15) { KiX-—Dip = X/2,
P\

K2k-D2p = -A/2 + — <9„Mo|r,
Pi P2

where the integral operators involved on Y are denoted by

(1.16)

VmX(x):= JGm(x,y)k(y)dY(y),

NmP(x) := j dByGm(x,y)p(y)dY(y),

KmX(x) := J daxGm(x, y)X(y) dY(y),

Dmp(x) := dnx j dnyGm(x, y)p(y)dY(y),
Jv

for x £ Y and m = 1, 2.
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It is worth noting that the integrals defining Vm, Nm , and Km exist as usual

Lebesgue integrals, whereas the last operator Dm is hypersingular. Among all

the possible methods which can be used to give it a meaning, the easiest and

fastest, in the present context, is that in the sense of distributions (cf. Costabel

[8] for a more general setting).

The mapping properties of these operators are as follows:

Vm:H-x'2+s(Y)^Hl'2+s(Y),

Nm:H-x/2+s(Y)^Hx/2+s(Y),

Km: H~XI2+S(Y) -» HX'2+S(Y),

I Dm: HX'2+S(Y) -> H~X'2+S(Y)

;i.l7)

for m = 1, 2 and for all real 5 if Y is C°° (cf., e.g., Chazarain and Piriou

[5] and Seeley [33]). Costabel [8] has shown that the first and the last relations

of (1.17) remain true if Y is only Lipschitz for s < 1/2.

A Fredholm system of the first kind can be obtained by adding the first to

the second equation, and the third to the last one. Then, multiplying by test

functions and integrating once more over Y leads to the following variational

system:

Given (/, Q := («0|r, -(l//>2)¿U0|r) e T := HXI2(Y) x H~XI2(Y),

(1.18)

where

(1.19)   4

V

N

K

D

' find (X, p) e Z := H~X'2(Y) x HX'2(Y) such that

[VX,p)-(Np,p) = (f,p),    Vp£H-x'2(Y),

-JqTKT)+Jq7W}=Jq7Q,     Vq£Hxl2(Y),

• ) is the (anti)duality pairing between HX/2(Y) and H X^2(Y),

= PiVi + p2V2,

= Ni+N2,

= Ki+K2,

= —Di + —D2.
P\ Pi

This formulation was given by Costabel and Stephan [9]. It needs the compu-

tation of the hypersingular integrals which appear when the explicit expression

of the operator D is considered. These hypersingular integrals are well under-

stood from a theoretical point of view, thanks to the Calderon-Zygmund theory

of singular integrals (cf., e.g., Neri [28]) or to the theory of pseudodifferential

operators (cf., e.g., Chazarain and Piriou [5], Seeley [33], etc.). It is only re-

cently, as was pointed out to the authors by the referee, that suitable quadrature

schemes for finite part integrals (cf. Schwab and Wendland [32]) or regulariza-

tion techniques based on Taylor expansion were proposed to treat directly the

hypersingular operator D.

Here we choose to use the following recipe introduced by Hamdi [15] (cf. also
Nédélec [26]), which essentially is an integration by parts on the boundary and

which was used with some success in practical computations (cf., e.g., Chang

and Harrington [4], Clair [6], etc.):

(1.20) (q, Dp) = -c(p, q) + d(p,q),
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(1.21)

(1.22)

■iP,Çl).= j  / (—Gi + yG2j(x,y)gradrp(y)xn(y)

d(p, q)-u k2 k2^Gi + ^G;
Pi Pi

gradrc7(x) x n(x) dY(y) dY(x),

(x,y)p(y)n(y)

■q(x)n(x)dY(y)dY(x),

where the multiplication sign x denotes the exterior vector product a x b :=

aib2-a2bi in two-dimensional problems and the usual vectorial product in three

dimensions, and gradr is the tangential gradient of a function defined on Y. It

is worth noting that, in the two-dimensional case, gradrp(y) x n(y) = dap(y),

where a is the curvilinear abcissa which parametrizes Y in the counterclock-

wise direction.

The operator K is the transpose of the operator N ; i.e., it satisfies

(1.23) (q,KX) = (Nq,X),     Vq£Hx'2(Y),

where the operator N is defined by
(1.24) Ñq = Ñqz.

With the sesquilinear forms

■ a(X,p):=(VX,p),

(1.25) I b(p, p) := (Np, n),

Kb*(X,q):=(Nq,X),

the system (1.18) can be rewritten in the form

( find (X, p) £ Z such that

(1.26) a(X,p)-b(p,p) = (f,p),    Vp£H-x'2(Y),

-b*(X, q) - c(p, c?) + d(p, q) = JqTC),     Vcj £ HXI\Y).

It is well known by now that the operator associated with the system ( 1.18) is

a strongly elliptic pseudodifferential operator on Y (cf. Costabel and Wendland

[10]). Usual duality properties in Hilbert spaces enable one to identify the space

T with the (anti)dual space Z' of Z . Then, the theory of pseudodifferential

operators (cf., e.g., Chazarain and Piriou [5], Seeley [33]) can be used to de-

compose this operator in the form A + O, where A is coercive on Z , and to

establish that A, for all real 5 , is a continuous mapping

(1.27) A:Z,

H~XI2+S(Y)and 8 a linear compact map from Zs into Ts, where Zs

HX'2+S(Y) and Ts := HX'2+S(Y) x H'X'2+S(Y).

The uniqueness of the solution of the system (1.18) (cf., e.g., Costabel and

Stephan [9]) and the Fredholm alternative then yield the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2. The operators A and A + 6 are (algebraic and topological) iso-

morphisms from Zs onto Ts for all real s.

Remark 1.3. In view of the coerciveness properties given by Nédélec and Plan-

chard [27] in the three-dimensional case, and by Hsiao and Wendland [17] in
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the two-dimensional case, it is actually a simple exercise to explicitly write out

the system (1.26), up to some compact operators, as two uncoupled coercive

variational equations. This leads to a simple and direct treatment of the error

coming from the approximation of the boundary (cf. Bendali [3], where this

approach is detailed for a similar case).

1.3. The boundary element method. According to Nédélec's ideas [25], the

approximation of the curved exact boundary Y seems to require a complicated

approach. It is assumed that there exists a finite family &~ of local charts (i.e.,

local coordinate patches) (co, y/), forming an atlas of Y, and that the boundary

T can be "triangulated" using this atlas. More precisely, it is supposed that & is

a finite family of triples (co, D, y/), where D is a bounded segment in the two-

dimensional case and a polygonal domain in the three-dimensional case having

its closure D contained in co, which further fulfills the following conditions:

(1.28) r=       (J       y/(D),
(w,D,y/)e3r

and the y/(D) are nonoverlapping and such that no vertex of one Wi(Di) lies

on the (interior of the) curvilinear edge of another y/2(D2).

For all (co, D, y/) £ &, consider a "triangulation" ¡Th(D) of the domain

D, in the usual meaning of finite element triangulations, with elements being

segments in the two-dimensional case and triangles in the three-dimensional

case. This leads to a triangulation ¿Th*, a disjoint union of the ^h(D), which
is assumed to satisfy the following uniform regularity condition:

f hT := diam(T) < h ,       „,     _„
1.29 \    T K  '-        vre^*;

(h/pT<c,

here, pr denotes the diameter of the largest ball which can be inscribed in T .

As usual in finite element error estimates, c indicates various constants, not

necessarily the same in all instances, but always independent of h and of the

solutions of the continuous or the discrete problem.

Let (co, D, yi) be in y and T in ^¡¡(D), and let y/r be the linear inter-

polant of y/ on T from the values of y/ on the vertices of T,

(1.30) K:=y/T(T),

and Yh the approximate boundary defined by

(1.31) rA:=U    (J    MT).
.9- T£¿rh(D)

We denote by ¡Tf, the collection of all such elements K .

Following Nédélec [25], assume once again that the different triangulations

are compatible in the following sense. With Yh a closed polygonal curve in the

two-dimensional case, and a polyhedral surface in the three-dimensional case,

assume the above elements K satisfy an overlapping condition similar to the

one mentioned before. Observe that this construction forces the approximate

boundary Yf, to have its vertices on the exact boundary Y.

For all K in !7¡,, we introduce an orthonormal frame of the linear affine

manifold supporting K and let £ £ E"_1 be the respective coordinates. When

restricted to each K in ^, the following definitions have an obvious meaning.
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A function p defined on K is said to belong to Pm , the space of all complex-

valued polynomials of degree less than or equal to m , if p , as function of the

variable Ç, is in Pm . By grad^ p we denote the tangent vector field to À'

obtained in the usual way by differentiating with respect to the variable £.. In

this context, gradr p will be the vector field tangent to Yh, defined almost

everywhere by grad^l* := gradK p for all K in S^*.

Let

(1.32) Mf,:={X£L2(Yh)\XK:=X\K£fQ, VK£j¡,},

(1.33) Vf, := {q £ C°(rh)\qK := q\K £ Pi, V^e^}.

The compatibility conditions made on the triangulation i^* insure that the

spaces Mf, and Vh have dimensions given by the number of elements of Hf,

and the number of vertices of Yf,, respectively.

We can then consider the approximate sesquilinear forms

anih,Ph):= /   / (p\Gi(xh,yh) +p2G2(xh,yh))
(1.34)

■h(yh)PhiXh) dYh(yh)dYh(xf,),

for Xf, and pf, in Mh, and

;i.35)
h(Ph,Ph):= \   \ (dnhGi(Xf,,yh) + dnhG2(Xf,,yh))

Jrh Jvh

■ Ph{yh)PhiXh)dYh(yh)dYh(Xf,),

for pf, in Vf, and ph in Mh , and similar expressions for b*h,Cf,, and df,. The

approximate (anti)linear forms are introduced as follows:

(1.36)

(fh , Ph)h ■= /   Uo(Xf,)ph(Xf,)dYf,(xh)   for ph in Mh ,
Jr„

(Qh , Ch)h ■= —— /   dahUo(Xf,)qf,(xh)dYf,(xh)    for qh in Vh .
PiJn

In this paper, for the sake of clarity, points lying on the approximate boundary

and geometrical quantities related to Yh are denoted with the help of an index

h to distinguish them from the corresponding objects on the exact boundary

T. Moreover, there is a precise relation between a point denoted by x on Y

and the point Xf, on Yh , which is given in what follows.

We endow Mf, and Vf, with different norms. To this end, we begin by defin-

ing transport operators which carry each function defined on Yh to a function

defined on Y. Following Nédélec [25], we consider the e-tubular neighborhood

of r,

(1.37) %:= {x£R"\3y £Y such that \x-y\<e}.

If e is taken sufficiently small, the mapping T x (-£, e) —> % defined by

(m, t) \-> m + tn(m) is a C°° diffeomorphism (of manifolds), and the pro-

jection â0: % -+ T given by 3°(m + tn(m)) = m an infinitely differentiable

map (in the meaning of differentiable maps of manifolds). Hereafter, assuming

that such an s is fixed, there is an h* such that every h less than h* gives

rise to an approximate boundary Yh contained in 2^. Then ^|r4  defines a
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homeomorphism from Yf, onto Y.  In the sequel, it will always be assumed

that every approximate boundary considered fulfills the later condition.

Hence, for all K in ^,

(1.38) k:=g°K.

A parametrization of a neighborhood of K can then be obtained by

(1.39) x=&xh(Z>),

where Xf,(£) is a point (of the linear manifold supporting K) in a neighborhood

of K with £ as coordinate.

The Lebesgue measure on Y may be written as

(1.40) dY(x):=yJg~^)d^,        x=&xh(Ç).

As a result, the transport operators are defined by

( rh: Mh-* L2(Y),

sh:Vf,^C°(Y),

1.4Y
{rhXh)\k(x) :=-^jj-Xk,    x = &xk{Q,    xheK,WKe^h,

{(shqf,)\^(x):=qK(¿:),     x = &xh(Ç),     xh £ K, VK £^h.

Remark 1.4. The multiplicative term l/y/gx is introduced to simplify some

expressions occurring later. All norms written with or without this factor are

uniformly equivalent relative to h .

Clearly, the operators rh and Sf, are one-to-one and can be used to identify

respectively Vh with a subspace of C°(r) and Mf, with a subspace of L2(Y).

Consequently, these spaces can be endowed with various norms

(1.42) ||AA||,:=|MA||J>r,        h^Mf,,

for all s <0, and

(1.43) \\Ph\\s:=\\shPh\\s,r,       heVh,

for all s < 1 .
Here, || -\\s<r is a norm of the Sobolev space HS(Y) related to the previous

atlas {(co, y/)\(co, D, y/) £ &} .
All the following estimates are obtained by standard techniques (cf. Nédélec

and Planchard [27], Nédélec [24], Le Roux [22], etc.).

Lemma 1.5 (Inverse inequalities). Under the assumption of uniform regularity

of the triangulation ^*, we have

(1.44) Wlo<c/r1/2PAl|-i/2,    VA,eMA,

(1.45) \\Phh<ch-x'2\\pf,\\i/2,    ^ph£Vh,

(1.46) ( ]T meas(K)|graded2)      <ch-x'2\\ph\\1/2,    Vph£Vh.

The consistency error of the approximation of the sesquilinear forms a( • , • ),

c(- , •) and d( • , ■) and of that of the (anti)linear forms / and £ are recalled

in the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.6. The following consistency error estimates hold:

' \a(rhXh , rhph) - ah(Xh , ph)\ < cä||AÄ||_i/2||/*äII —1/2 ,

\c(shPf,, shqh) - ch(pf,, qh)\ < ch\\pf,\\i/2\\qh\\i/2,

(147) ,   \d(ShPh,shqh)-dh(ph,qh)\<ch\\ph\\ii2\\qf,\\ii2,

if, Ph) - (fh, Ph)h\ < c/z3/2max sup \dau0(x)\ \\ph\\-i/2,
a=l xe%

\(ShQh, O-iQh, Ch)h\ <c/imaxsup|dQWoMllkAlli/2,

for all Xf,, pf, in Mf, and all Pf,, qf, in Vh .

In the above theorem, the incident wave uq is assumed to be defined and

regular (at least C2) in a tubular neighborhood %* with e' > e .

Remark 1.7. It must be noticed that Le Roux's and Nédélec's results give the

estimates

(1.48) \a(rhXh, rhph) - ah(Xh, ph)\ < ch2\\Xh\\o\\ph\\o,

and only

(1.49) \d(shph, rhqh)-dh(ph,qh)\ < cA||/?a||o||ía||o,

because of the loss of one convergence order when approximating the normal n

to T by the normal nh to Yh . However, the use of the inverse inequality (1.45),

to come back to the norm || • \\-i/2, results in a loss of one convergence order

in h and makes the behavior of the consistency error of the two sesquilinear

forms similar.

2. Consistency error estimate for a double-layer potential

This section is almost entirely devoted to establishing the behavior of the

consistency error for the approximation of the sesquilinear forms related to the

double-layer potential, when the actual boundary is replaced by the approximate

one. As it is pointed out in the introduction, this estimate cannot be obtained

by the usual "local techniques". In order to make the discussion more straight-

forward, we decompose the kernel yielding the form b( • , •) as a superposition

of a singular part, which can be viewed as the kernel of the static case, and a less

singular part, which describes the propagation properties of the solution. Obvi-

ously, the estimates related to the transposed form b* are similar. First, in §2.1,

we state our main result and give one of its consequences, the numerical analysis

of the scattering problem considered in the previous part. The next subsection

is devoted to establishing the consistency estimate for the weakly singular part

of the double-layer potential. The proof of the full consistency estimate is done

in the last subsection and consists of several steps, each embodied by a lemma.

2.1. The main result and its consequence. The main result of this paper is as

follows.

Theorem 2.1. There exists h* > 0 and a constant c not depending on 0 < h <

h* such that

(2.1) \b(shph, rhph) - bh(ph , ph)\ <chx¡2\\pf,\\-i/2\\pf,\\i/2,

(2.2) \b*(shph, rhph) - b*h(ph , ph)\ < chx/2\\ph\\^i/2\\ph\\i/2,

for all Pf, in Vh and all pf, in Mf,.
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The discrete problem, for which the solution may be effectively computed, is

stated as follows:

(2.3)

find (Xf,, ph) £ Zf, := Mh x Vh such that

*h(h » Qh) - h(Ph , Ph) = (fh, Ph)h,    VPh € Mh ,

-b*h(Xh ,qh)- ch(ph , qh) + d(ph , qh) = (qh , Ch)h ,     ^Qh € Vh ,

where (fh , ph)h and (qh , £/,)/, are suitable approximations of the linear maps

occurring in the continuous problem defined through the data of / in HXI2(Y)

and £ in H~X'2(Y).

Hence, using general results on the numerical analysis of nonconforming

approximations of variational problems by a finite element method (cf., e.g.,

Strang and Fix [35]), Theorem 2.1 provides the last estimate needed to prove:

Theorem 2.2. There exists h* > 0 and a constant c not depending on 0 < h <

h* such that for all (ff,, Çn) in M'h x V^, the discrete problem (2.3) has one and

only one solution (Xh,ph) that satisfies

\\rnh - M\-i/2,r + \\ShPh - Ph/2,r

l/lli/2,r + IICII-i/2,r)

1(9*, Ch)h-(Sh<lh, 01

<^1/2(ll/lli/2,r+IKII-1/2,r)+ sup  K/*'^)*-</,^)l
(2.4) lih^Mh II^All-l/2

+ sup
Mqhevh II4AII1/2

In the case of particular / and £ given through the data of the incident wave

uq (cf. (1.18)), which is assumed to be at least C2 in a e'-tubular neighborhood

of the boundary Y with e' > e , and if the approximate linear forms are given

by (1.36), the general result of the previous theorem can be stated in a somewhat
more precise form.

Corollary 2.3. Under the above general assumptions, the following error estimate

holds:

(2.5) \\rhXh -A||_i/2,r+ \\ShPh -/>lli/2,r < c/j1/2maxsup \dau0(x)\.
M<2x€V¡

2.2.   Consistency error estimate for the weakly singular part.   The sesquilinear

form b( • , •) is defined by means of the kernel

(2.6) G = Gi + G2,

where Gm , m = 1, 2, are given in (1.11). Well-known properties of the Bessel

functions show that G can be decomposed in the form

(2.7) G = E + <S>,

where the kernel E is given by

(2.8) E(x,y):=^-Fn(\x-y\),       x^y,
co„

and the function <1> may be written as

u(r) if the dimension n = 3,

r2 v(r) In r + w(r)    if« = 2.
(2.9) O(x,j0-
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The constant con := 2nn/2/Y(n/2) is the measure of the unit sphere of E", the

function / i-> F„(t) a suitable primitive of t ^ -l/tn~x , r := \x - y\, and

u, v , and w are analytic functions.

Let 6(0) and bf] be the sesquilinear forms defined respectively on Y and

Yh through the respective kernels dnE(- , •) and dnhE(- , •), and 6(1' and

h1/}   the sesquilinear forms obtained in the same way via the kernel <I>.

For the weakly singular part of the kernel, the consistency error estimate is

established as follows.

Theorem 2.4. For all Pf, in Mh and Pf, in Vh, the following estimate holds:

(2.10) \b^(shph , rhph) - b[X)(ph , ph)\ < chx¡2\\ph\\il2\\ph\Ul2.

Proof. First, we take the difference between the respective values of the kernels

of the sesquilinear forms 6(1) and b\y and write it as

önO(x, y) - dnh<t>(xh ,yh) = g(r)T- • n(y) - g(rh)T^- • nh(yh)

(2.11) =(g(r)-g(rh))T--n(y) + g(r),)T--(n(y)-nf,(yf,))

+ g(rh)(j-T£)-nh(yh),

where i := x - y, r := \i\, rh := xn - y^, rh := |r/,|, and g represents a

Lipschitz function over each bounded set of E.

Hereafter, whenever there are two variables designated by the same letter, the

second being indexed by h , such as x and xn , it is assumed without further

comment that the two points x and xh lie respectively on T and Yh and that

they are related to each other by x = 9°Xf,.

Since x and y are varying on Y, one easily obtains (cf. Nédélec [25])

(2.12) I \x - y\ — \xh — yh\ \ < ch2\x — y\    for all x, y on Y.

It follows that

(2.13) \(g(r)-g(rf,))T-.n(y)\<ch2\x-y\.

Therefore, the respective part of the expression for b^^s^pf,, rf,pf,)—b\\'(pf,, pf,)

can be bounded by c/z^l/^Holl/^Ho •
Using the estimates

Hy) - nh(yh)\ < ch,

(2.14)
<ch,

one can bound the remaining expressions in  (2.11)  to obtain terms in

^IIPaIIoII^aIIo • The inverse inequality (1.44) leads to the estimate (2.10).   D

2.3.   Consistency error estimate for the singular part of the kernel.   Clearly, the

proof of Theorem 2.1 is now reduced to that of
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Theorem 2.5. For all pf, in Mf, and Pf, in Vh, the following estimate holds:

(2.15) \b^(shph , rhph) - b^(Ph, ph)\ < chx'2\\ph\\i/2\\pf,U/2.

Proof. The error to be estimated is denoted by

(2.16) eh := b{0)(shph , rhph) - b{^(ph , ph),        ph £ Mh , ph £ Vh .

Recall that the kernel of 6(0) (resp. b^) is dnE(x,y) (resp. dT,kE(Xf,,yf,)).

It is easy to see that the earlier procedure used for the weakly singular part

of the kernel fails here because of the nonconvergence of certain integrals that

arise.

For the sake of conciseness, throughout this section the following notation is

adopted:

r p •= ShPh.

\ p:= rhph,

Ph^Vf,,

ph £ Mh

The error eh can be written as

eh= ! ( dnE(x,y)p(y)pJx)dY(y)dY(x)
(2.18) JrJF _

- /    /   dnhE(xh,yh)ph(yf,)ph(xh)dYf,(yh)dYh(xh).
Jn Jrh

Recall that h is supposed to be sufficiently small so that Y¡, is contained in

the e-tubular neighborhood Wt. All ph in Vh can be extended to % in the
following way:

(2.19) p(y)=Phiyn)

for all y = y + tn(y) in ^ with y = 3°y = â°yh .
This extension gives a function p constant along the normal n to Y and

coinciding with s¡,Ph on Y and with ph on Yh. Note that this notation is

compatible with the one given in (2.17).

In order to avoid unnecessary complications in the proofs and long discus-

sions of every situation that may occur, in the sequel the interior domain Qi

is assumed to be strictly convex. However, in other situations the proofs can be

adapted to yield the same conclusions.

The remaining part of the proof will be given in a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 2.6. Using previously introduced notations in (2.17) and (2.8), the error

ef, may be written as

eh = ^- [(Fn(\.\)*T)(x)p(x)dY(x)
OJ„ Jv

(2.20) +¿ZÍ(Í d"^x'y")- [ d«»EiXh.yh))
K€9hJK\Jrh Jn )

• (P(yn) - P(Xh)) dYh(yh)-p.K dK(xh),
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where T is the compactly supported distribution of R" given by

(2.21) (7\<D)=/    _ gradp-grad cf)dx,    V0e^(En)
Jci^a,

and Qh the bounded domain enclosed by Y¡, :

Proof. Using the definition of p\~, we can write the error ef, as

(2.22)

e»= E  / f  [dnE(x,y)p(y)dY(y)

- J   dnhE(xh,yh)p(yh)dYf,(yh)\pKdK(Xf,).

(2.23)

For almost all x in Y (i.e., such that Xf, is in the interior of any K in ^¡),

adding and subtracting in (2.22) the term /r d„hE(x, yf,)p(yh) dYf,(yh) leads

to the following expression of et, :

e»=  ¿2  í Í fdaE(x,y)p(y)dY(y)

- /  d0kE(x, yh)p(yh) dYh(yh) \ pK dK(xh)

+ E  / {/ dnhE(x,yh)p(yh)dYf,(y)

- /  t\E(xh , yh)p(yh)dYf,(yh) \ pK dK(xh).

In order to transform the term

(2.24)

■     d„E(x,y)p(y)dY(y)- /   d„hE(x, yh)p(yh)dYh(yh)
Jr Jrh

= E [JdaE(x,y)p(y)dL(y)- j^n,E(x,yh)p(yh)dL(yh)^ ,

the essential tool is to use a Green's formula applied to the functions E(x, • )

and p in the open set bounded by the exact and the approximate boundaries Y

and Yf,. In the previous formula (2.24), L = 3?L is a curvilinear element on

T associated with L in the same way as K was associated with K in (1.38).

However, such a treatment cannot be carried out directly because of the lack

of regularity of the function p on the latter domain in the three-dimensional

case.
Consequently, the Green's formula is applied to the respective functions in

each domain C/¿ bounded by L, L and, in the three-dimensional case, in the

faces Fi generated when the normal n to Y runs over the boundary dL of

L ; see Figure 1.
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K

Figure 1

Two cases must be distinguished.

(i) The element L is different from the element K. In this case, x does not

lie on L. One gets

I (AE(x,y)p(y)-E(x,y)Ap(y))dy
JvL

= i(dnE(x, y)p(y) - E(x, y)dap(y)) dl(y)
(2.25) Jl

- J (dnhE(x,yh)p(yh) - E(x, yh)dnhp(yh))dL(yh)

+ j (dvE(x,y)p(y)-E(x,y)dvp(y))dFL(y),
Jfl

where v  is the unit normal to FL  outwardly directed to  <7¿.   Since p  is

constant along the normal n, the equation (2.25) can be reduced to

- /  E(x,y)Ap(y)dy= idnE(x,y)p(y)dL(y) + AL(x)
JuL Jl

(2.26) - / dtthE(x,yh)p(yh)dL(yh)

+ [ dvE(x,y)p(y)dFL(y),
Jfl

where Al(x) is defined by

(2.27)     AL(x) := j E(x, yh)dnhp(yh) dL(yh) - ( E(x, y)dvp(y) dFL(y).
Jl Jfl

(ii) The element L and the element K are the same element. In this case,

the singularity of the function E(x, • ) at the point x forces the removal from

Ui of all points y such that \x - y\ < e . Taking the limit as e goes to zero
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only has the effect of adding to the right-hand side of (2.26) the term

(2.28)

lim/ gradE(x,y)-£—y-p(y)dS£(y)
e^°Jsc \x - y\

= -\im(^-^-F^-xp(xe)=p(x),
£-»0  L  con

where xE is a point in Se := {y £ Ul\\x - y\ = e} whose existence follows

from the mean value theorem.

Let P be the function in L2(E") defined almost everywhere by

{ Ap(y),       y £UL and L£jf],

otherwise.
(2.29) ,*U

Summing over all L in ^, we obtain

- / E(x,y)P(y)dy= [ d„E(x, y)p(y)dY(y) + Y AL(x)
Jr" Jr frZ-(2.30) LeS*

- \  dnhE(x,yf,)p(yh)dYh(yh)+p(x),
Jrh

since

£   f (dvE(x,y)p(y))dFL(y) = 0,
Le?!, JFl

because p is continuous across FL and E(x, •) is C°° except at the point

x.

Thus, using (2.23) and (2.30), we obtain

(2.31)

eh = -    p(x) V AL(x)dY(x) - / p(x)p(x)dY(x)

zZ id*kE(x,yh)p(yh)-dnhE(xh,yh))p(yf,)dYf,(yt,)pKdK(xh)

- ÍPÁX)(J
Jv        \Jw

r E(x,y)P(y)dyjdI

Using Gauss's theorem, we can write

(2.32) p(xh) = j (d„hE(x, yh) - dnhE(xh , yh))p(Xh)dYh(yh).
Jrk

This completes the proof of the lemma, since formula (2.20) is now a straight-

forward consequence of the theory of distributions.   D

In order to bound et,, the following lemma is proved.

Lemma 2.7. The distribution T defined in (2.21) satisfies the estimate

(2.33) |(r,^)|<cA|gradp|o.rWi.R",    V0e^(E").

Proof. Let L be in ¡Tf,. Using the local orthonormal frame associated with L

and the parametrization of L given by

(2.34) i~&xh(Q,
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we can express C/¿ as

(2.35) UL = {(<£, i) £ Rn\xh(H) £ L and fL(Ç) < t < 0}.

Here, fL is a C°° function vanishing at all £ for which xh(£,) is a vertex of

L.
Using the coordinate system given in an open set of the e-tubular neighbor-

hood % of T by

(2.36) x(i,t)=y(0 + tn(0,

we can write

(2.37)    /  gradp-gradedUL= [ [     JgL(^, t)gaLß(^, t)dlapdiß<bd^dt.
Ju, JlJuh)

ro

Jfdi)

Greek indices run from 1 to n - 1. The contravariant components g£ (¿l, t)

of the metric tensor in the above integral are those related to the coordinate

system (£, t) for which the Lebesgue measure dU^ is expressed by dUi =

y/gif^Tt) del dt. Observe that in (2.37) we use the fact that

(2.38) «2"(f, *) = «£,«, 0 = o,     atP = o.

We adopt here the usual convention of tensorial calculus to sum over repeated

upper and lower indices.

Usual estimates in the finite element method give |/l(£)| < ch2. Since p is

not depending on t, one has

(2.39) (JJ°    \d7p\2d^dt)      < ch ̂ \d7p\2del)      .

The discrete Cauchy-Schwarz inequality completes the proof.   D

Let us decompose the error e¡, as eh = exh + e\ , where exh is the first term in

the right-hand side of (2.20). For exh , we have

Lemma 2.8. In the above notation,

(2.40) A
co„

J(Fn(\-\)*T)(x)p(x)dY(x)  <c«1/2||^||1/2||^||-i/2

for all pt, in M¡, and pt, in Vf,.

Proof. Since T is a compactly supported distribution in H~x(Rn) and the

convolution operator Fn(\-\)* is a pseudodifferential operator of order -2,

the following result holds:

(2.41) Fn(\-\)*T£Hxoc(^n)-

Trace theorems in Sobolev spaces give

. p(x)(Fn(\-\)*T)(x)dY(x)   <c||F„(H)*r||1/2,r||/*A||-,/2
(2.42) \Jr

<cA||gradp||o,rll/*A II-1/2 •

By the inverse inequalities of Lemma 1.5, one gets (2.40), proving the lemma.   D
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It remains to estimate the term e2. We decompose it into three terms,

(2.43) e2       2,1      2,2      2,:

where we have set

(2.44)
eh'l'-=zZ   E  /   / id^Eix^yh)-dnhE(xh,yh))

• (p(yh) -P(Xh))PK dL(yh) dK(xh),

eh'¿:= E  /   / idnhE(x,yf,)-dnhE(xi,,yh))
,2,2

• iPiyh) - PiXh))PK dK(yh)dK(xh),

ei'i:= E   E   /  iidnhE(x,yt,)-aBhE(xh,yh)),2,3. =

(2.46) ^}rh £~^K

• (p(yh) - P(Xh))PK dL(yh)dK(xh),

with the notations

(2.47) yrK:={L£^,\LnK = 0},

(2.48) s/K := {L £ 9~h\L n K ¿ 0 and L ¿ K} .

Note that, thanks to the uniform regularity of the triangulation, as assumed

in (1.29), there exists a constant c > 0 not depending on h, L and K such

that

(2.49) inî{\x - y\; x £ K and y £ L) > ch,    VL£J/'K.

The estimation of the term e\ ' ' requires the following lemma.

Lemma 2.9. For all K in Of, and all L in JVK, the following estimate holds:

(2.50) \(i\hE(x, yh) - dUhE(xh , yh))\ <        c*
\x - yti\

for all (xh , yh) in K x L.

Proof. Set

\*:=yh-x, R:=m,

I «a :=yh ~xh,      Rfi '■= |RaI-

There follows

2   /R      Rh
(2.52) dnhE(x,yh)-dnhE(xh,yh) = -—^—-1£)   nL,

where n¿ is the unit normal to the element L coinciding with nh on L.

Note that one can write

r>™       R     Ra     R-Ra lff (Rh-R)(Rnh-l+Rl2R + --- + Rn~x)

[       }       R"     R"h~     R"     +   h RnhR»

Using the bounds

(2.54) \R - Rh\ < \R - Rh\ < ch2
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and Rf,> ch , a consequence of (2.49), we conclude

R
(2.55) —-1   <ch,

Kh

which yields

( R„>cR,
(2-56) \   „ '

I R > cRh,

with a constant c > 0 not depending on h , L or K .

As a result, the estimate (2.50) follows in a straightforward way from

(2.53).    D

Now we come to

Lemma 2.10. There exists a constant c independent of h such that

(2.571) I^'I^^IIpaIMI^II-i^

for all pt, in Mf, and pt, in Vh .

Proof. Lemma 2.9 gives

(2.58)        \e2'x\<ch E  E  / ilPl"h)'P^i)l\ßK\dL(yh)dK(xh).
klkiT*JKjL   lyh~xl

Repetition of the arguments used to prove (2.56) yields \yh - x\ > c\y - x\.

Since p is constant along the normal n to Y (i.e., p(y) = p(yn) if y — ¿Pyt,),

there follows

ti-'lW/y-fflMJOIflW.flW
(259) JrJr \y~x\
y ' r     r    \n(iA - nivïl \n(r\\

dY(y) dY(x).= rh f [ \pjy^-pix)\   m*)
Jrh\y-x\n-^l2\y-x\"l2

If a is chosen so that « — 3<a<n — 1, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives

12 N I/2
,2,1

(2.60)

I«* ^iU^äh^y^
2 \l/2

U$$™<™
Note that

(2-61) UrIr¡y^dmar{X))     -CaMos

with

Setting /i-l-a = 2j,if0<i<l  (i.e., a > n - 3), one gets the bound
(cf. Lions and Magenes [23])

<>■«> (/r/r^^^„rfrW)"2<W„r,
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which yields

(2.64) \e2h'l\<csh\\p\\sS\\p\\oS   for aus with 0<5<1.

Using the inverse inequality, one can write

(2.65) \e2h'l\<cshx/2\\p\\Str\\pU/2S   for all j with 0 < s < 1.

It suffices to take 5 = 1/2, thus a = n - 2, to complete the proof of the
lemma.   D

Remark 2.11. In the bidimensional case (i.e., n = 2), we have a = 0. This

makes it possible to obtain directly the estimate (2.58) by means of the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality (cf. Bendali [2]). This is no longer possible for three-

dimensional problems.

The next lemma gives an estimate for the term el'2.

Lemma 2.12. There exists a constant c independent of h such that

(2.572) I<Í"2I<cA||j»aIIi/2||/í*II-i/2

for all ßt, in Mh and Pf, in Vh.

jfiinofa   i"»T   ■fViii  farm     „Proof. Since Pk is in Pj, the estimate of the term el'2 is obtained as follows:

eh E /  / dnKE(x,yf,)gradKpK-RhpKdK(yh)dK(xh)
<e9¡,  K  K

(2.66) = E /   / dTlKE(x,yh)gxadKpK-Rp:KdK(yh)dK(xt,)
irr- Cf " K J K

E /   / d*KEix. yh) grad/f Pk • (R* - R)^ dK(yh) dK(xh)

Kes,'

+

Here, R and R/, are defined as in (2.51), and nK in the same way as nL .

Since gradjç Pk • (Ra - R) is constant as a function of yt, on K, there follows

(2.67)

¿Z j  I KEix, Vh) grad^pK ■ (Rh - R)pK dK(yh) dK(xh)

= zZ[pk grad*Pk • (R* - R) ( /" dnKE(x, yh)dK(yh)) dK(xh).

The inner integral can be calculated by Gauss's theorem:

(2.68) ¡ dnKE(x,yh)dK(yh) = 20){K>x) ,
Jk œn

where co(K, x) is the angle (resp. the solid angle) under which the element K

is viewed from the point x for n = 2 (resp. n = 3).

Using (2.54), we can bound the term (2.67) by

(2.69) ch2Y, f \gradKpK\\PK\dK(xh).
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The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the inverse property of Lemma 1.5 yield

(2.70)
£   /   f dBKE(x,yh)gTadKPK-(Rh-R)pKdK(yf,)dK(x¡,:

<ch\\pt,\\ii2\\Ph\\-\ii.

è2'2eh

The last term to estimate in e\ '2 becomes

(2.71) ë\'2 := E  / / d"«E(x' yh)èradKPK-R-pKdK(yh)dK(xh).

A straightforward calculation gives

2  R • nf
.. _.. dOKE(x, yh)gradKPK -R=-¿^ grad* p* • R
(Z. I A) CUn      J\^

= R • nK grad* pK • grad^ E(x ,yh).
■y    -s

Since R • n# is constant when x is fixed and y¡, runs over K, the term ëh '

may be written as

(2.73)

= V  / pKR-nKgradKpK- ( / gradKE(x, yh)dK(yh) ) dK(xh).
KerkJx KJk J

Two cases need to be distinguished.

(i) Two-dimensional case (n = 2). In this case, A' is a segment having Ak

and P>k as endpoints. If Xk denotes the unit tangent vector oriented from Ak

toward P>k , an elementary theorem of integral calculus gives

/ gradK E(x,yh)dK(yh) = (E(x, BK) - E(x, AK))rK
(2.74) JfC

= —(ln(|jc - BK\) - \n(\x - AK\))rK .
n

Since |R-n/f| is the distance of the point x to the segment K, we have the

bound

(2.75) l^'2|<^ E  / \PK\\gradKPK\\R-nK\n(\R-nK\)\dK(xh).

Since \R-nK\ < ch2 and |R-n^|£|ln(|R-nA;|)| is bounded for any fixed e>0,

it follows that for all e such that 0 < £ < 1/2 there exists h* > 0 and a

constant cE not depending on 0 < h < h¡ such that

(2.76) \è2h'2\<cehx-£\\ph\\i/2\\pt,U/2.

(ii) Three-dimensional case (n = 3). Following the method initiated by

De Hoop (cf. Van Herk [36]), we can express

f 1 3 RK    +RK    -xK
(2-77) /grad^ d^j dK{yh)=nK(o{K 'x)+e »zin mRK+RK+:TKm.

JK Ia      yh\ | ^m'^-m    lm

where A\, A2, and A¡ are the three vertices of the triangle K, Rm := Am -x ,

Rm := \Rm\, rm := (Am+i -Am)/\Am+l -Am\, for m = 1,2, 3; see Figure 2.
The index convention that m + 1 = 1 when m = 3 is adopted.
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Figure 2

An elementary calculation gives

(2.78)     In
R

m+\ + Rm + \       m

RK   .   VtK . -K

thus yielding

(2.79) Ve>0,  3ce : |n/f-R

ln(Rm+l - R*+1 • zm) + \n(Rm - Rm ■ rm)

RK        ,VK      . -K
^m+y ~ ^m+l    TmIn

RK +WK . XK
<C,.

This completes the proof of the lemma.   D

It remains to estimate the term e^'3. For this, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.13. For all K in ETh and L in séK , and for all xn in the interior of

K, we have

(2.80)
co(L, x) <ch,

co(L, Xf,) < ch.

The notation is that introduced for K in (2.68).

Proof. This is a consequence of well-known facts about error estimates for the

derivatives in finite element interpolation. The details of how to obtain these

estimates are not given.   However, note that these estimates are obvious in
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the two-dimensional case, and a consequence of the classical formula explicitly

giving the expression of co(L, x) and co(L, xn) in the three-dimensional case

(cf., e.g., Van Herk [36]).

The last estimate is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 2.14. There exists a constant c independent of h such that

(2.81) \e2h'3\<chx/2\\ph\\i/2\\phU/2

for all pt, in Mf, and pt, in Vh.

Proof. Consider two elements in ,9£ such that L and K are different, but

have at least one common point M.   Recall the notations Pk '■= Pi,\k  and

Pl '■= Ph\L • Arguments previously used give

(2.82)
PLiyh) -PK(xh) =PLÍyn) -pl(M) +pkíM) -pKixh)

= (yh - M) • gradLpl + (M-xh)- grad^pK

= R • gradLpL + (x- M)- gradLpL + (M -xh)- grad* pK .

Observing that (x - M) • gradLPl + (M - xh) ■ grad^-p^ is constant in y¡,, we

get

(2.83)

e
2,3
A 77 zZ   E   I HX~M)- Z™dLPL + (M- xh)• gradKpK)

w« TTcr 77Z Jkco„
Ke£Th L€tfK

> (co(L, x) - co(L, xh))pK dK(xh)

2_

CO»
- E   E  / / (Ir-ll) ■nLR.gradLpLpKdL(yh)dK(xh).
" ^1ttT^..JkJl \R      KhJK€9¡, LesfK

Clearly,

(2.84) (\x-M\<ch

\\xh-M\<ch.

It follows from Lemma 2.13 that the first term of the right-hand side of (2.83)
can be bounded by

(2.85) ch2 Y,   Y.   [ (\gxadKpK\ + \gradLpL\)\pK\dL(yh)dK(xh).

The uniform regularity of the triangulation ETh (cf. (1.29)) insures that there

exists a positive integer N not depending on K or h that bounds the number

of elements of s&k , i.e.,

(2.86) Cardj/*<Ar.

Clearly, arguments used above enable us to bound the expression (2.85) by terms

of the form cä||^a||_i/2||^||i/2.
Introducing the common point M in the second term of (2.83), thus writing

R • n R
(2.87) ~¿T R* grad¿PL^i^-x)-nL—- grad¿pL,
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^R-ZradLpL

(2-88) *
= (M - xh)-nL-£ • gradLpL + -^(R - Rh) • gradLpL

Kh Kh

helps estimating the term

#a'3;= E   E 1 / (M - x)-nLpKgradLpL-gL(x)dK(Xf,)

(2.89) - / (M-Xf,)-nLpKgradLpL-ëL(xi,)dK(Xf,)\

E   E      iR-Rh)-e™dLPLPKt»(L,xh)dK(x>,)._2^

Ke^h Le^K

The vector-valued function defined for z in E" by

U(z) ■■= j gradLE(z, yh)dL(yh)

is introduced to make the preceding formulae more concise. Using the estimates

' \(M-x)-nL\ <ch2,

(2.90) \ \(M-xh)-nL\<ch2,

k \R-Rh\< ch2,

the De Hoop method (cf. (2.77)) and previously invoked arguments, we get

(2.91) I^'^q/i'^II^H-^IIpaII!/,.

Combining all the estimates given in the previous lemmas will prove Theorem

2.5, and hence the main results given in Theorem 2.1.

Remark 2.15. The convergence rate hxl2 of the discrete solution to the exact

one seems to be somewhat weak. This is due to the fact that some estimates

are given in the norm of H~i/2(Y), because this space is necessary for the coer-

civeness of the sesquilinear forms. However, in similar situations (cf. Bendali

[2]), numerical results show that the convergence rate in the stronger norm of

L2(Y) is of the order h . Nevertheless, the h '^-estimate may be considered as

a consistency result, which makes the numerical analysis of the exact problem

possible: it establishes existence, uniqueness, stability of the solution of the dis-

crete problem, and its convergence to the solution of the continuous problem.

The technical assumptions on the triangulation (cf. (1.28), (1.29), and (1.30))

seem to be needed only for purposes of theoretical asymptotic analysis and are

not essential in practical computations.
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